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Party
Games

PICKLES TO PENGUINS™
Ages 8+ | 2+ Players

Pickles to Penguins™ is the quick-thinking picturelinking party game! Players must discard their
picture cards as quickly as possible by finding
MADE INin Canada
CANADA
common links between pictures. Made

FAMILY CHARADES

FART!

Ages 8+ | 2+ Players

Ages 10+ | 3+ Players

No more time spent thinking up good charades!
The fun starts when you open the box! Includes
charades for all different age groups and interests.

It's the side-splitting, sound-sational game that helps players unwind
and release a little pressure! Players race to be the first to play out their
cards while accompanied by a fast 'n' frantic fart chorus that keeps
them in stitches! Wild hilarity at the press of a button!

MADE IN

CANADA

21ST CENTURY TRIVIA GAME
Ages 12+ | 2+ Players

Are you tired of dated trivia questions? Look no further!
Inside you will find hundreds of questions about THIS
century, from Bieber to Baseball and from Grey's
Anatomy to Archer, this game has something for you!
MADE IN

QWIRKLE™

CANADA

Ages 6+ | 2-4 Players

®

WHAT? DELUXE EDITION
Ages 14+ | 5+ Players

Best-selling and multi-award winning,
Qwirkle™ is as simple as matching colours
and shapes, but requires careful planning
and strategy.

WHAT?® is a hilarious party game of who-said-what.
Players are asked to write humorous responses to
questions and situations, and everyone must guess
who said what.
www . outsetmedia . com
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Party
Games

CANADA-OPOLY
Ages 8+ | 2-6 Players

Ever imagine owning the CN Tower? Or
maybe Niagara Falls? Here's your chance.
CANADA-OPOLY is a property trading game
designed for hockey-loving, maple syrupchugging, board game adoring Canadians.

PICK TWO

Ages 8+ | 3-6 Players

The always changing, ever-rearranging
crossword game! Players draw letter tiles
and build their own personal crosswords
as fast as they can!

THIS THAT &
EVERYTHING

HOW DO YOU DOODLE?

Ages 12+ | 4+ Players

Ages 12+ | 3-7 Players

In this rapid-fire game, players race
to describe a wide variety of famous
people, things, and places for their
teammates to guess. Doesn’t sound
like much of a challenge? Try to
describe all 6 in under 30 seconds!

Can you draw pants? Of course you can. But
what if some players are drawing jeans, while
others are drawing trousers. Will your drawing
communicate the difference? So we ask
again... can you draw pants?
MADE IN

MADE IN

CANADA
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TENSION
WOOBOO

Ages 12+ | 2-10 Players

How well do you know your friends? And
how well do they know you? Find out, as you
take turns making opinions on 3 interesting
topics, while other players try to guess what
you really think. Will it be WOO or BOO?
MADE IN

www . outsetmedia . com

Ages 12+ | 2 Teams

A best-selling game in the UK, now
available in Canada. It’s a riotous race
to call out words that match a given
subject… but only answers matching the
10 words on the card will score.

CANADA
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Adult
Games

5 SECOND RULE
UNCENSORED
Ages 18+ | 3+ Players

It seems like it would be easy to name three
ways to hide a fart—but can you do it in under
five seconds? You have to be quick, so just say
whatever comes to mind and risk silly answers
slipping out. It's all in good fun with this fastpaced game where you have to just spit it out.

RELATIVE INSANITY
Ages 14+ | 4-12 Players

You can pick your nose, but you can't
pick your family. Everyone has at least
one crazy family member. If you don’t
think you do, then that means it’s YOU!
Fun for the whole family, Relative Insanity
features the humour of Jeff Foxworthy.

OH, SO
NASTY…!
®

NASTY THINGS
Ages 18+ | 4+ Players

The game of THINGS... for adults! This version of
THINGS takes the gloves off and provides adults a
way to play this great game once the children have
been put to bed. Beware though, you might wake
them up with your laughing!

WHAT'S YOURS LIKE?
Ages 12+ | 4+ Players

Be clever, be witty, or be outrageous when
describing your swimsuit, neighbour, closet,
hair, or whatever Guess Word is picked. But,
best of all, be creative so you don’t reveal the
word to the player in the Hot Seat.

ADULT CHARADES

GO BLEEP YOURSELF

Ages 18+ | 2+ Players

Ages 18+ | 4+ Players

A titillating game full of suggestive innuendo
that will keep your party all tied up for the
night! Contains explicit sexual references that
may be deemed offensive and inappropriate!

Read the phrase and fill in the BLEEP secretly!
Other players write down what they think the
reader will answer. If you can't guess what the
reader will say, try to be the funniest, because
funny wins points.

Made
in Canada
MADE IN
CANADA

www . outsetmedia . com
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Family
Games

RUNNING ‘ROUND RIVERDALE
Ages 7+ | 2-4 Players

CATACOMBS OF KARAK

Play your favourite character from the Archie® comics.
The dismissal bell has rung at Riverdale High, and
players try to outwit each other as they race to be the
first to reach Pop Tate’s Chocklit Shoppe.

Ages 7+ | 2-5 Players

A great introductory strategy game for players
new to role-playing games. Players select their
character, then enter the Catacombs of Karak
to search for treasure. Tile by tile, players
uncover the catacombs while fighting monsters
and equipping themselves with weapons and
spells. To win, players must outsmart their
opponents, slay the red dragon, and collect
the most treasure.

PROVE IT!

Ages 6+ | 3-8 Players

Bet who can do the task best, and then prove it!
Tasks require skill, brains, luck, and teamwork!
Perfect for family game night!

WHO NOSE?
Ages 6+ | 2-4 Players

A hilarious race to guess your face! Ask yes/no
questions to try and figure out which face card you're
wearing, while avoiding the honker!

SIXTEEN SAMURAI
Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

In this fast-action game of cards and dice,
players pit their team of samurai against each
other. It's an epic battle between rival clans
for a place in the Hall of Honour!

KEYS TO THE CASTLE
Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

It's a game of door-flipping madness! Race against your fellow
knights through the castle, where behind every door awaits a
surprise. By opening and locking doors, be the first to cross
the precarious maze to the other side.

www . outsetmedia . com
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kids
Games

DON'T ROCK THE BOAT
Ages 5+ | 2-4 Players

Arrr ye ready for some fun? Take turns trying to
balance your ship, but if you rock the boat and
send some mateys overboard, ye be a loser!

ANT COLONY
Ages 5+ | 2-6 Players

Loads of co-operative fun. Players
must overcome obstacles as they
work together to build an ant colony.
Just watch out for hidden rocks,
angry beetles, and pesky anteaters!

IGLOO MANIA
Ages 5+ | 2-4 Players

A game of steady hands and skill!
Up to four players take turns removing
bricks from the igloo. Just don't let
Parka Pete fall.

Q-BITZ™

Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

Q-BITZ™ will challenge your visual
agility! Players puzzle over how to
recreate the patterns on the game
cards using their set of 16 cubes.

DINOSAUR SNAKES
AND LADDERS
MATCH:
HARRY POTTER
Ages 4+ | 2 Players

Take turns pushing through
the cubes to get 5 of the same
characters lined up horizontally,
vertically or diagonally. The game’s not
over yet; can your opponent super Top Trump
you in the final moment? If they match their Top
Trumps card with the winning character, they
WIN the game!

www . outsetmedia . com

Ages 3+ | 2-6 Players

Loads of prehistoric fun for
young paleontologists! Players
use their counting skills as they
race to be the first to reach the
prized Triceratops skull.
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Stocking
Stuffers

STINKY PIG
Ages 6+ | 2+ Players

Poke the Stinky Pig's belly to hear
him sing, and then roll the dice to
see which way to pass him. Pass him
around before he… randomly toots!

POPALOTSY
Ages 8+ | 2-6 Players

Put the colourful dice in the popper and let ‘em fly! Now
it’s a race to match the colour and/or number of your ring
cards to the dice. A colour match is good, but a number
match is better, and a number AND colour match beats all!

COGGY

Ages 6+ | 1+ Players

Get your mental gears
spinning with this bending,
clicking, shape-shifting
brainteaser. Start out with the
first card and it might seem
easy – but keep on working
through medium, hard, and
extra hard levels of difficulty.

TOP 30
EMOTIS

TOP TRUMPS
Ages 6+ | 2-6 Players

Bestseller in the UK, now
available in Canada. These
fast, fun games contain
statistics, biographies and
the coolest facts about your
favourite subjects. Whether
you’re learning about bugs
or your favourite movies,
the gameplay helps develop
maths skills, English literacy,
and decision making skills, all
while having fun trumping
your opponents.

KEVA BRAIN BUILDERS
Ages 7+ | 1+ Players

A great STEM product from the makers of KEVA planks.
Full colour cards include a building challenge on one
side and the solution on the other.

RS
DINOSAU
www . outsetmedia . com

LOVEABLE DOGS
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Stocking
Stuffers

CHICAGO CRIBBAGE®
Ages 10+ | 2-4 Players

An exciting twist to traditional Cribbage,
where players can demand a re-cut, stall
their opponents, trade hands, and even
prevent fifteens from scoring!

A fun new card games series
perfect for that hard-to-shop
for adult on your list. Relive the
groovy 70s, the totally awesome
80s, and the phat 90s.

70s
TRIVIA
GAME

Ages 12+ | 2+ Players
MADE IN

CANADA

80s
TRIVIA
GAME

90s
TRIVIA
GAME

7 ATE 9

Ages 8+ | 1-4 Players

It’s a race to get rid of your cards! Players add or
subtract 1, 2, or 3 to the number on the card pile
to see if they have a card that can be played next.
Sounds easy, but with everyone racing and playing
cards, the numbers are always changing!

YOU ARE A LIAR
Ages 12+ | 3+ Players

A game that is sure to raise a few eyebrows!
Players take turns being the reader and guesser.
The player who is the guesser has to determine
who is lying in the stories told by the readers.
There is always at least one liar in the group.
Guess the most lies and win the game!

GOOSEBUMPS® CARD GAME
Ages 6+ | 2-6 Players

MADE IN

A furious battle between monsters! Giant Mantis
versus Werewolf! Slappy versus the Mummy!
This easy and fun card game uses different
characteristics to determine which monster will
come out on top. Features large oversized cards
with art from the Scholastic books.
MADE IN

CANADA

MINDTRAP® CARD GAMES

CANADA

SILENT
BUT DEADLY®
Ages 10+ | 2+ Players

Fluffy
Poot

Loosely based on the traditional game
of crazy eights, SILENT BUT DEADLY®
includes humorous fart facts that add
an element of twisted fun.
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1+ Players

Train your brain with these card
games presented by MindTrap®.
Choose from ultimate whodunits
in Shadow Mysteries,
baffling riddles in Brain Cramp,
and logic and visual puzzles in
Left Brain, Right Brain.
MADE IN

CANADA
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Unique
Gifts

CHRONO BOMB!

I-TOP

Chrono Bomb is a super secret spy mission where
kids use clamps and string to create a “laser” field
to crawl through. At the end of the maze is a bomb,
counting down…tick, tick, tick! So, you have to
hurry, carefully, and make it to the end to defuse
the bomb and be the hero!

This cool, high-tech spinning top counts
your spins on a bright LED display.
Unlock hidden features including special
animations. Spin your way to the top score
by competing in multiple challenges.

Ages 7+ | 1+ Players

Q-BA-MAZE:
BIG BOX
Ages 5+ | 1+ Players

Q-Ba-Maze is a unique system of colourful
cubes that interlock to form a marble run.
This starter set includes 72 cubes in five
different colours, and 20 steel balls.

Q-BA-MAZE:
STARTER LIGHTS SET
Ages 6+ | 1+ Players

This set lets beginning builders experiment
with 4 light-up cubes – one of each colour
(red, yellow, blue and white). Plus the set
includes 28 standard cubes and 14 marbles
for plenty of marble maze possibilities!

Ages 7+ | 1+ Players

WORLD OF DOTS:

ARCHITECTURE | DOGS | CATS
Ages 8+

MAZE ESCAPE
Ages 6+ | 1 Player

Tilt and twist the board to make the ball
escape the maze. Beat your best time
and conquer the maze that you create!
Features four mazes to build, and blank
backs for you to create your own mazes!

www . outsetmedia . com

See the world around you like never
before with this one-of-a-kind dot to
dot series. Both kids and adults will love
watching the detailed pictures unfold
with each dot they connect.
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Holiday
Fun

THE CHRISTMAS
EXPRESS GAME

Ages 8+ | 2-4 Players

PAINT-YOUR-OWN
CHRISTMAS
ORNAMENTS

Be the first to make it to the North Pole!
But be careful! There are hazards and other
players looking to delay your progress!
A great game for the holidays!

Ages 8+

Celebrate the holiday season by painting
your own porcelain Christmas ornaments.
The instruction guide features tips for colour
mixing and creating effects like stippled,
sponged, or taped-off designs. Includes
six high-quality porcelain ornaments,
paintbrush, ribbon, and 12 paints.

THIS THAT &
EVERYTHING:
MERRY XMAS
Ages 12+ | 4-44 Players

This party game is all about Christmas.
Players race to describe a wide variety of
holiday related words for their teammates
to guess - in 30 seconds or less!
MADE IN

MAKE-YOUR-OWN
PHOTO SNOW GLOBES

Ages 6+

Create magical snow globe scenes with this
special kit. Shape the clay and oven-bake
for a permanent finish. Then assemble, add
glitter, and shake! Kit includes 2 snow globes.

www . outsetmedia . com

CANADA

CHRISTMAS GAMES
2+ Players

Quick, easy-to-play Christmas themed games for the whole family.
From charades, to holiday activities, to a scavenger hunt for the kids!
Great fun for the holidays. MADE IN CANADA

+
Ages 8

Ages 7+

Ages 6+
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Puzzles

Mountain Thunder

1000

Sugar Shack Horses

1000
Notable Woodpeckers

“Do act mysterious,
it always keeps them
coming back for more!”

500

~ NANCY’S MYSTERIOUS LETTER

“Even a good detective
has to snoop sometimes!”
~ THE CLUE OF THE BLACK KEYS

“Bluffing about
questionable information
can often lead to people
revealing juicy secrets.”
~ THE CLUE IN THE OLD STAGECOACH

“A letter that tells you to
give up your case or face
worse harm just makes you
want to sleuth harder!”
~ THE SPIDER SAPPHIRE MYSTERY

“There’s nothing worse than a
threatening note that demands
you stay at home, when you’re
just not the stay at home
kind of gal!”

“A mysterious expression will
add a lovely sheen to your
complexion.”

~ THE CLUE IN THE OLD ALBUM

~ THE CLUE IN THE VELVET MASK

“Charm
coupled with
a straightforward
manner and a
businesslike approach
can help elicit
mysterious
information.”

“You can always talk
a loyal friend into
joining you in your
schemes and ruses!”
~ THE PASSWORD TO LARKSPUR LANE

~ THE MOONSTONE CASTLE MYSTERY

NANCY DREW™ ©2016, S&S PUBLISHING.

Nancy Drew Mysteries

500

Marmaduke

1000

Dozing Lynx

1000

Christmas on the Farm

Classic Archie

1000

Hockey Town

1000

Yorkies are my type

1000

Sugar Skull Cookies

1000

Ugly Xmas Sweaters

1000

Santa Painting Cars

1000

www . outsetmedia . com

One Deer Two Cardinals

COBBLE HILL PUZZLE COMPANY
QUALITY PUZZLES MADE IN NORTH AMERICA.

1000

500
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Puzzles

Tis the Season

Breaking Up of a Country Ball

1000

Peace on Earth

500

1000

Winter Neighbours

1000

Backyard Banquet

1000

Cabin Signs

1000

Common Loons

1000

Fallen Willow— Snowy Owl

Fireside

500

Red Canoe

1000

Backyard Wild Birds

www . outsetmedia . com

Hot Air Balloons

1000

Ceramica

1000

500

1000

Second Glance

COBBLE HILL PUZZLE COMPANY
QUALITY PUZZLES MADE IN NORTH AMERICA.

1000
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Village Tree

1000

Cabin Porch

1000

Save

20%

DISCOUNT OF 20%
OFF ANY SINGLE ITEM
IN THIS FLYER
Limit one coupon per customer
Offer Expires December 24th, 2018

PRINTED IN CANADA • 2018
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